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Abstract This paper describes the design and imple-
mentation of a system for controlling mouse pointer
using non-verbal sounds such as whistling and hum-
ming. Two control modes have been implemented—an
orthogonal mode (where the pointer moves with variable
speed either horizontally or vertically at any one time)
and a melodic mode (where the pointer moves with fixed
speed in any direction). A preliminary user study with
four users indicates that the orthogonal control was
easier to operate and that the humming was less tiring
for the users than whistling. The developed system may
contribute as an inexpensive, alternative pointing device
for people with motor disabilities.

Keywords Pointing devices Æ Motor disabilities Æ
Acoustic input Æ Assistive technologies Æ Melodic
interaction

1 Introduction

The research and development of assistive technologies
is currently an important part of the field of human–
computer interaction. Much effort has been made to
create some forms of assistance for computer users with
disabilities that reduce their capabilities to use conven-
tional devices. Over the years, numerous alternative user

interfaces for computer users with motor disabilities
have been invented and reported. Typical solutions in-
clude devices that utilize speech recognition techniques
(e.g., IBM ViaVoice), eye-trackers and various breath
controllers (e.g., sip-and-puff controller [11]). Speech
recognition software is known to be particularly useful
for textual input [3], while additional devices are usually
employed as pointing devices, allowing the control of the
mouse pointer [16]. These special hardware devices are
usually less affordable than traditional devices such as
mice and keyboards.

An alternative to these methods may be found in the
use of non-verbal acoustic sounds, such as whistling or
humming. It has been demonstrated by Igarashi and
Hughes [10] that the non-verbal acoustic sound pro-
duced by the users may be used to control various
parameters of a system.

This paper presents an innovative pointing device
that may be installed on a standard home computer. The
system, called Whistling User Interface, allows the users
to control the on-screen mouse pointer through non-
verbal sounds like whistling, humming or hissing.

As opposed to the sip-and-puff controllers, the
method proposed in this paper does not demand users to
maintain physical contact with the input device. The
system can be implemented on a standard PC or PDA
device for mobile applications and does not require any
specific hardware other than a microphone and a sound
card that is able to digitize the audio input signal.

1.1 Related work

The use of sound modality has been frequently ad-
dressed in recent HCI research. There are many kinds,
implementations and applications of user interfaces
where sound is used to mediate or enhance the infor-
mation presentation and navigation.

Information sonification techniques allow multidi-
mensional data to be presented to the users by synthe-
sizing sound signals. The parameters of these such as
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pitch, volume, timbre, etc. are modulated over time to
reflect the development of the data along a progress of
an independent variable. This enables the users to detect
the underlying emerging patterns. To give an example,
Barra et al. [2] demonstrates the use of such a scenario
on the sonification of web server. The pitch of tremolo
tones played by a synthesized string-ensemble indicates
the current workload of the hardware; while separate
staccato tones represent individual requests for any
particular document [1] that uses sonification to present
the activity of the human brain. Different EEG values
were mapped on different parameters of the sound sig-
nal. These parameters could be used in real time to
synthesize a sound that could reflect the processes of the
brain. The concept of audio progress bar with spatial
effect has been discussed [18]. Franklin and Roberets [6]
demonstrate the possibility to use sonification to display
pie charts to the visually impaired.

Sound is also often being used to enable or support
navigation within the user interface. Special acoustic
patterns—often referred to as auditory icons or earcons
[4, 8] and further investigated [12–14]—are employed to
indicate the current context of the user interface or at-
tract the users’ attention on various system events. As an
example, users may be continuously informed how close
their task is to completion, or from whom they are
receiving an instant message.

The methods of user data input and application
control by means of sound produced by the user have
been investigated well, especially regarding the design
and applications of the speech recognition. These have
been reported to be successful for both text input [3] and
GUI navigation [5]. Rabiner and Juang [15] provide a
good introduction to the field.

The use of non-speech audio input has been demon-
strated, [9] where a game controlled entirely by singing is
described. As already mentioned, Igarashi and Hughes
[10] describe a hybrid input method based on combi-
nation of speech recognition and singing: a spoken
command is followed by a tone that may specify the
command parameters depending on its pitch and length.

Themethod proposed in this paper extends the existing
range of input techniques in which the non-verbal audio is
used. This paper provides an overview of the interaction
method and the results of a preliminary user study.

2 The input method

The overview of the system used to implement the input
method is shown in Fig. 1. For the purposes of the

method, the melody has been defined as the development
of the pitch of the tone of whistling over time.

The sound of user’s whistling is received by the
microphone and digitized by the sound card. The digi-
tized sound is processed in frames that are 1,024 samples
long. The melody of whistling is tracked using fast
Fourier transform (FFT), employing the FFTW library
[7] to perform the FFT computation.

The frequency at which point the energy transfer is
the highest is considered the pitch of the tone. The
volume level of a frame is determined as a simple sum of
the absolute values of the samples of the frame.

A tone is recognized if the sound exceeds the volume
level of the user-defined threshold and lasts as long as
the volume level is maintained. As no noise cancelling
filters have been implemented, the described method is
sufficient only for environments with low background
noise.

Two different assignments (control modes) of the
tonal primitives to the actual movements of the mouse
pointer have been defined; namely, the orthogonal and
the melodic control mode. Both modes make use of the
long tones (used to control the cursor movement) and
the short tones (used to emulate the mouse click).

2.1 Orthogonal control mode

In this mode, the mouse pointer may be moved either
horizontally or vertically, which is determined by the
pitch of the tone at its beginning (the initial pitch). If a
tone is started below a specified threshold ft, the mouse
pointer is to move only to the left or to the right. Sim-
ilarly, if a tone is started above ft, the pointer will move
only up or down. The actual direction and speed of
motion at any given time is determined by the difference
in the current pitch and the initial pitch. A positive
difference (the initial pitch is lower than the current
pitch) makes the cursor move up (or to the right). If the
difference is negative (the initial pitch is above the cur-
rent pitch), the cursor moves down (or to the left).

The speed of the cursor at any time is directly
dependent on the magnitude of this difference. This al-
lows the user to precisely control the speed according to
requirement (e.g., slow down once the cursor is close to
the target, etc.) or completely reverse its motion.

As previously noted, the click of the left button is
emulated when the user produces only a short tone.
Some control tones are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3a depicts the state diagram of the orthogonal
control mode. The cursor may only be controlled by

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the
system
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tones that last more than a threshold length tt (typically
0.2 s). If the tone does not exceed this tt, a mouse click is
emulated at the position that the cursor exists at that
particular point of time.

If the initial pitch fs of tone is greater than the
threshold tf, the system is locked for the vertical cursor
motion, otherwise only the horizontal motion is enabled
(see transitions 2–3 and 2–4). As the tone changes its
pitch fc, the cursor velocity is updated appropriately and
the cursor is moved accordingly. When the tone is
stopped, the system returns to the initial state, waiting
for another tone. An example of use of this control
mode is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2 Melodic control mode

This mode allows the cursor to move in any direction
(not restricting the motion along the directions of the x-
and y-axes only). However, the speed of motion is fixed
to a user-defined value: the cursor either moves or it is
idle.

The left mouse button click is emulated in the same
way as in the orthogonal control. If a longer tone than
the threshold tt is detected (Fig. 3b, transition 2–3), the
cursor motion is commenced. The direction of motion is
directly dependent on the current pitch of the tone. The
pitch of the tone may be any level from the control oc-
tave—the interval <base tone, base tone+12 semi-
tones>. The base tone pitch is selected by the users to
reflect their actual range of whistling.

Figure 5 shows an example of the assignment of
directions for the C3 note (approx. 1,050 Hz) chosen the
base tone pitch. In this assignment, when the C3 note is
being produced, the cursor moves up, E3 yields a motion
to the right; G#3 makes the cursor move diagonally
down left, and so on. An example of the use of this
control mode is shown in Fig. 6.

3 The implementation

The prototype of the system has been realized as a win32
application and requires a Microsoft Windows 98 or
newer operating system to run. The system was written
in Microsoft Visual C++ (version 6.0) making use of
the FFTW library. The application is available for
download [17]. A snapshot of the application is provided
in Fig. 7.

4 The preliminary user study

To investigate the usability of the system, two separate
evaluation sessions were run.

4.1 Method

Four regular computer users, which in this study are
defined as people who use computers at least 5h a week,

Fig. 2 Orthogonal mode—examples of control tones: t time, f pitch, ft threshold pitch; A click, B double click, C no motion,
D motion to the right, E fast motion to the right, F motion to the left, G motion up, H motion down, I fast motion down

a b

Fig. 3 Function described by means of the state diagrams. a Orthogonal mode. b Melodic mode. Key to the legend: A initial state, B other
state, C transition with no sound on input, D immediate transition when no sound is being received, E additional condition of a transition,
F action initiated upon a transition
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participated in the study. The demographics data of
these users are listed in Table 1.

In the first session, the participants were asked to
control the mouse through whistling, while in the second
session they were asked to use hissing/humming to con-
trol the mouse. All participants either had no visual
impairment or wore corrective lenses at the time of the

experiment. For both sessions, a Pentium 4 PC (1.7 GHz)
running Windows XP with a 17 in. monitor with a reso-
lution of 1,024·768 pixels and a standard blank (blue)
background was used. Each participant tested the system
in a quiet room to minimize noise interference from the
surrounding environment, accompanied only by the
experimenter. The participants also wore headsets

Fig. 4 Example of use of the orthogonal mode. a Trajectory of the mouse pointer. The traces of the individual movements are delimited
with small squares. The mouse clicks are marked with circles. The cursor moved from the left to the right. b VX, VY relative horizontal and
vertical velocity of the cursor, respectively. The clicks are marked with rhombs. FFT the frequency analysis of the input signal
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throughout the sessions to further minimize the extra-
neous noise recorded by the computer. Participants’
mouse movements were recorded using Camtasia Studio
2 screen capture software.

4.1.1 The first session

The session started with the filling in of a demographic
questionnaire by the participants, either by themselves

or with assistance from the experimenter. This was fol-
lowed by computer-based tasks, and ended with a post-
session interview.

Fig. 5 Melodic mode—the assignment of directions of cursor’s
motion to different pitches within the control octave

Fig. 6 Example of use of the melodic mode. a Trajectory of the
pointer and mouse clicks. b Appropriate control tones. Individual
movements are labeled with letters and start with small squares.
Mouse clicks are marked with circles. The pitches in the control
octave are located between the dotted lines

Fig. 7 A snapshot of the U3I
prototype application
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At the beginning of this session the experimenter in-
formed the participants that the purpose of the study
was to investigate how easy it was for them to control
the mouse pointer through whistling rather than to
measure their performance in using the system. The
experimenter then demonstrated the two control modes
to the participant. The participants were reminded that
any noise they made might affect the mouse pointer
movement. They were then given 5 min to try the system
out before the actual experiment started.

The participants were then asked to move the pointer
to various objects on the screen and to click five icons.
The participants were allowed to take breaks of any time
length between tasks to prevent fatigue from affecting
their performance. The tasks varied in the directions and
angles of pointer’s movement. However, the distances
from the current pointer to the next target were kept
fairly constant. The icons were standard MS Windows
icons displaying folders numbered 1–5 (the number al-
lows the participants to see the sequence of targets to
click). Once an icon was clicked, it disappeared, so that

only the icons to be clicked remained displayed. The
screenshots of the stimuli before and after the first click
made are shown in Fig. 8. A picture of a user taking part
in the usability study is in Fig. 9.

Two participants (S1 and S4) tested the orthogonal
control first and the other two (S2 and S3) tested the
melodic control first. This experimental design was
aimed at balancing the control mode, gender, age, or
disability.

4.1.2 The second session

The same four participants were recruited for the second
session 1 month later. Testing the system with the same
group of participants allowed a comparison of the ease
of use of different types of sound input (whistling vs
hissing vs humming). The same setup and equipment
was used. However, the stimuli (the locations of the
icons) were changed to minimize familiarity, although
the 1 month gap between the first and second sessions

Fig. 8 The stimuli for the user study, the first two of the web pages that the users were asked to sequentially browse using the U3I

Table 1 Participants’ data
Subjects S1 S2 S3 S4

Gender M M F F
Motor disability Missing fingers (accident) None Arthritis

(cannot move her finger joints well)
None

Age 40 23 67 19
Average weekly
computer use (h)

>20 10–20 5–10 >20
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might ameliorate this familiarity problem. Because in
the first session S1 and S4 tested the orthogonal control
first, in this session, S1 and S4 tested the melodic control
first, while S2 and S3 tested the orthogonal control for
the second session, to fully balance the experimental
design.

4.2 Results

Because there were only four participants, a proper
statistical analysis could not be performed in this pre-
liminary study.

4.2.1 The first session

The time measures of the first session indicate that, on
an average, the participants took twice as long to arrive
at a target icon and click it when using the melodic
control (an average of 2.6 s, the standard deviation is
not reported because there are only four participants)
than when using the orthogonal control (1.4 s). When
the screen capture was analysed, it showed that all
participants overshot the target when using the melodic
control.

In the post-session interviews, the participants stated
that they felt they could control the pointer much
better using the orthogonal control than using the
melodic control, in line with the objective performance
results (i.e., the time taken to finish the tasks). When
asked how they thought these control modes would be
useful for them, all participants answered that the
orthogonal mode would be useful as an alternative way
to control the mouse. Three answered that the melodic

mode would be ‘‘a fun way to move the mouse on the
screen’’ or ‘‘may be good for drawing’’. One said that
she could not think how this mode would be useful for
her. All said that they felt comfortable using the sys-
tem, even though this was the first time they used it and
were certain that they would master both control
modes, if they were given enough time to learn it
properly.

4.2.2 The second session

There were some major problems with operating the
system through hissing in the second session. Two par-
ticipants were unable to hiss properly. The other two
could finish the tasks in the orthogonal mode (albeit
with a lot of difficulty) through hissing. However, these
two were unable to even home in on the first target in the
melodic mode.

They were then instructed to repeat the tasks through
humming or singing the tones. They were successful in
finishing the tasks in both modes. However, they took
slightly longer time compared to the time taken to finish
the tasks through whistling (1.8 s for the orthogonal
mode and 3 s for the melodic mode). The analysed
screen capture indicated that, similar to the whistling
operation, all participants overshot the target when
using the melodic control. Examining the application
screen, it was apparent that humming and singing pro-
duced signals that were less pure than whistling.
Therefore, the movement control was not as refined as
the one performed through whistling. The participants
still thought that the orthogonal mode was easier to
control and operate than the melodic mode. It can be
concluded that, in general, the orthogonal mode was

Fig. 9 The user study in
progress
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easier to operate than the melodic mode in the context of
cursor movement tasks.

In the post-session interview, three participants indi-
cated that they preferred to control the mouse through
humming or singing rather than whistling, because
whistling was more tiring than humming. The last par-
ticipant said that he preferred whistling because he felt
that this enabled him a better control over the mouse.
These data reflect a trade-off between fatigue and better
control, i.e., whistling, which provides better control, is
more strenuous than humming.

4.3 Discussion

The results of the user study indicated that the orthog-
onal control was easier to perform than the melodic
control in both sessions. This result might be biased by
the nature of the task, which is a point-and-click task. It
is possible that the melodic mode would have been
considered easier if the task involved curvature-drawing
or trajectory-based task.

In both control modes, the users were able to com-
plete the tasks. The users reported that they felt com-
fortable using the system. The participants indicated
that humming or singing was less tiring than whistling..
However, from a technical point of view, whistling
produces purer sound, and therefore is more precise,
especially in melodic mode. The preliminary user study
also indicates that the system is not appropriately
operable through hissing.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper reports on the design and implementation of
a whistle-operated pointing device. The key benefits of
this system include: low computation power needed
(especially suitable for mobile devices), short learning
curve (as indicated from the user study), easy installa-
tion, and no special device required.

The preliminary user study indicated that the system
is usable in both melodic and orthogonal modes and
that humming was the preferred mode of input. How-
ever, the users favoured the orthogonal mode, as they
found it more intuitive and comfortable.

Currently, the system is a working prototype. How-
ever, since no noise detection and filtering routines were
implemented, the system is very sensitive to acoustic
interferences. In order to be able to use the system in
everyday situations, it should be built in a more robust
manner.

Immediate goals are to extend the interaction meth-
ods described above so that they enable the emulation of
both mouse buttons and the drag-and-drop operations,
and to investigate the possibilities of integrating the non-
verbal sound input and speech recognition techniques.
In such a setup, speech recognition may be used to issue

discrete commands or type text while our method may
be used to control the mouse pointer.

The user study only involved four participants. A
larger scale study would allow statistical analysis of the
results. A study that asked more thorough questions on
user acceptance would also be helpful to understand the
factors involved in transforming a system from being
useful and usable into a system that is acceptable.
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